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Introduction

ver the last two decades
there has been a gradual
process
where
coir
exporters have been
trying to move downstream to
value added products, generally
in competition with traditional
processors located in consuming
countries. The hypothesis was
sound since producing countries
needed the extra export earnings
and the industry needed to
counteract falling real value of
commodity exports.

O

There has been an apparent
sea of change in attitudes in
Western
Europe and old
differences are no longer relevant.
European industry understands
that production in Europe is too
expensive
and given the
increasing importance of new
markets
intends to transfer
downstream processing to lower
wage
cost
countries,
in
particular, to coir producing
countries wherever possible.

outweighs returns from fibre but
when combined with fibre offers
viability to coir production in
many countries.
C om m odities versus Products

There is a crucial distinction
to be drawn between selling and
marketing. Commodities are
offered for sale while products
have to be marketed. The coconut
industry, as is the case for most
agricultural products, has been
offering commodities for sale. This
is also largely true for coir.
O f course there has now
been a long period in which
producers have focused on value
added products and this process
is forcing them to develop
marketing skills as opposed to
commodity trading expertise.

When dealing with coir, it is
also
important
to
note
fundamental changes underway
which affect categorization of
brown and white fibres. The
distinction has been eroded over
time and there are many who
appear to believe that it is
possible to radically alter what
they produce while still hoping to
obtain the same prices obtained
under traditional conditions.
The
changes, perhaps of
greater importance to
the
industry, are taking place in the
market place which are altering
the pattern of global production
and marketing.
D evelopm ent

The article is primarily
concerned with developments in
the European Market. Coir

Demand for coir is livelier
today than, it has been for the last
two decades. It is not necessarily
for old applications, although
some categories such as floor
coverings are as relevant today as
they have ever been. New uses
have changed not only markets
but also the production economics
of coir. The most important of
which is the developing market for
coir dust and pith which now
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products covered were selected on
the basis of prospects for
increasing exports of higher value
products to Western Europe.
M ats, m atting, rugs and yarn

Exports of white fibre, yarn
and products to Europe have the
longest history of any coir exports
to the Region. The trade may not
be as substantial today in quantity
terms as it was formerly, but
remains of great interest to India
and to some extent for Sri Lanka.
Exporters

For over two decades, the
industry in India has been
determined to undertake more
value added processing but were
for a long time unable or reluctant
to undertake capital investments
necessary to compete with quality
produced in Europe. Today, this
is no longer the case. Exporters
have not only undertaken much
investment
but
have
also
developed extensive distribution
arrangements.
Starting with yarn, all the
major bastions of European
industry have been scaled and
there is now little that the Indian
industry does not produce of the
former European specialities. As a
result a fundamental change has
been taking
place
in the
traditional
patterns
of
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European Industry

Faced with a diminishing gap
between qualities processed in
exporting countries and in the
market, most major European
distributors have accepted that a
shift of production
to coir
producing countries is inevitable
and have already or intend to
implement the change.
The gap in quality between
European production and that in
coir producing countries has
narrowed
due
to
two
developments. The first being that
there has been a fall in standards
of
fibre
being
extracted.
Traditional white fibre extraction
involving manual methods gave
way to machine extraction and
then to shorter periods of retting
and now includes measures to
whiten fibres. Neither the
European importers nor coir
exporters were willing to pay
rising
costs
of traditional
extraction which had in any case
been based on unrealistic new
wages. Therefore, there has
been efforts in a search for a
cheaper 'white fibre'.

A second reason for the gap
being diminished has been the
substantial capital investments
made to reduce costs of spinning
and weaving as well as to enable
production
of added
value
products such as PVC backed
tufted mats. You cannot visit
any major plant in Alleppey
today without seeing some new
power loom or process being fitted.
M arket Developm ents

The most important positive
factor activated is the increasing
popularity of natural fibres. No
longer an eccentric choice, natural
fibre floor coverings have joined
the mainstream. Those who want
natural fibres and a rising
number of consumers do. look to
coir, sisal or Chinese Grass as
their options. In the marketplace
these materials do not come
cheap and coir and sisal, in
particular are premium products.
Although
prices
being
readily paid in the market are far
higher than those a decade ago,
cost cutting measures continue
unabated. So a far higher price has
to be paid today for a lower
quality product. The market is
willing to put up with the quality
available because there is no low
cost alternative to doing so. Those
who do not wish to live with this
process, have to get out of dealing
with coir and there are many who
have or are doing so.
There is a great deal of
potential growth that is being
exploited slowly due to poor or
indifferent
distribution
and
marketing and the market will
continue to grow in the short
term. However, to strengthen the
market position of coir as a high
quality premium natural fibre, it
may be necessary' sooner or
later to pay rather more attention
to quality than is being paid
today.
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G eotextiles
Exporters

The largest potential exporters in
India and Sri Lanka have mounted
programmes aimed at identifying
and exploiting market-product
opportunities in export markets.
Given scarce resources,
these
efforts have focused on markets
of immediate interest to the
exporters. Exporters now want to
diversify their products and
markets.
Exports of geotextiles were
developed initially by the larger
exporters
finding
uses for
existing products as geotextiles.
Often this has been done together
with major importers. Nets and
matting of white fibre were
natural first candidates and exports
developed on these two forms.

European exporters who have
formed international links in the
most important markets as well as
in coir producing countries. Two
major networks and some minor
ones have formed. They include
strictly arms length relationships
as well as cross ownership. In
particular, two gifted German
manufacturers, ironically both
located in the same small town,
MST and Meyer, have formed
links with others interested in
geotextiles and market garden
products. This has led to a
substantial
investment
in
production as well
as in
distribution.

There are some other
independent suppliers to the
market as well as many who
supply coir products as one minor
part of their business activities.
At least two German firms are
active and have been reported as
Market reaction to coir as seeking ties in coir producing
a material has been very countries.
favourable. Importers have helped
O f course, to the above must
develop
more
sophisticated
products that appeal to particular be added the largest suppliers
user needs. Some have also had from coir producing countries
Hayleys,
Jafferjee,
their products tested for these such as
applications
and used the Aspinwall, Travancore Mats and
information to help develop sales. Matting, Kerala Balers and
It is no longer unusual to find coir others.
being used on roadsides or in
railway cuttings even though it is
M arket developm ents
not universal yet.

tensile strength have influenced
demand for each form.
There are also other forms
that have not as yet been tried.
Loose needled coir/jute blankets,
sprayed needled sheets and
rubberized coir have not been
tested at all yet. The market for
geotextiles is large enough for
different forms of coir to be
developed. This should maximize
the share of the market that coir
can gain.
R ubberized coir
Producers

India, the leading producer of
rubberized coir, has a
large
number of plants and the number
is increasing so fast that it is
difficult to be precise as to the
number of units operating, their
rated
capacity
or
actual
production.
Fueling
this
impressive growth has been a
growing
local market for
rubberized coir mattresses.
Sri Lanka too has benefited
from growing use of rubberized
coir for mattresses and has over
six plants. They mostly supply
the local market but are
enthusiastic
about
export
possibilities. There are also
many
backyard
operations
catering for products other than
mattresses. A number of products
are being produced of which pots
for plants for the European Market
is perhaps the most important.

The market for geotextiles
for coir products has been
developed mainly with nets and
matting of white fibre. It need
not be purely white fibre for this
purpose (but we shall side-step
Many
rubberized
coir
that particular discussion). Nets
producers
in
the
two
countries
and matting were soon joined by
needle felts, stitched blankets, also produce mattresses. This
rolls and pillows. These forms makes it difficult to assess
of
coir
have
different relative profitability of material
characteristics when used for production as against mattress
European E xporters
controlling wind or water production. However, there is
Exporters in coir producing erosion. Their surface structure, general consensus that producing
affected by mattresses mainly of rubberized
countries have not been able to durability, how
contact
with
wind
and water, coir is very profitable. Sheets of
mount a systematic marketing
affect
on
wildlife
and
impact of rubberized coir are being sold for
operation by themselves. This
contrasts with efforts of leading re-vegetation rather than simply as little as $2,000 per ton while

To nets and matting, new
forms have already been added in
the way of needle felt and stitched
blankets. Manufacturers in coir
producing countries have also
invested in equipment that would
allow exporters to become
producers of products to this
growing sector.
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selling mattresses can value the
rubberized coir at $8,000 per ton.

sense in using PU foam where it
can be substituted.

Quality of production varies
a great deal in India and Sri
Lanka. Sometimes this is due to
the machinery that they have.
More often it is the relative prices
of coir and latex that guide
proportions used. An overriding
factor is that the local markets
are willing to accept low cost
simple mattresses and there is no
commercial incentive to improve
quality. The good news is that
there
are
enough
good
technologists around who know
what compromises are being
made and why and are able to
consider production of world
market qualities.

Technology for producing
vehicle upholstery of rubberized
coir has not been developed in
India, Sri Lanka or Philippines
although it has in Malaysia and
probably in Thailand. In the way
of a contrast, upholstery of PU
foam is being produced in most
major Asian coconut producing
countries.
Despite
cost
advantages, those who had the
technology to use the coir material
in Germany, UK and Japan were
not in the past interested in
bringing it to Asia. The Mercedes
decision and others being taken
have changed the situation.
M arket developm ents

M ajor developm ents
Vehicle upholstery

A major development is that
Mercedes Benz is setting up a
In industrialized countries,
plant in India and wish their the opposite to the above is true
component suppliers to come up and pu foam is often cheaper to
with the same quality of local produce than rubberized coir.
components as in Germany. This Together with other advantages
has led to discussions between a such as weight of seat structures
major USA based interior trim and flexibility of fitting, this has
supplier and producers in India. led to a long term trend in which
Fords and General Motors, also many car seat manufacturers have
setting up plants in India, are also switched to PU foam. The latest
interested
in securing local major setback in Germany is in
components. The alternative any case under adverse pressure
material, polyurethane foam, is due to the strengthening of the
unlikely to be able to qualify as a Mark and growing unwillingness
local material.
to produce a material where
workers are subjected to latex
Polyurethane
foam is fumes. Production has moved
produced in coir producing outside Germany in part, mostly to
countries, from imported polyol Slovenia.
and isocyanates which lead to
local prices for high density PU
At the same time as BMW
foam of over $8,000 per ton. In has switched to PU foam, Fords
Germany,
Japan and other and General Motors appear to be
industrialized countries, PU foam more interested in the material.
costs are far lower, probably less Given use by Daewoo in Korea,
than $6,000 per ton. Rubberized Huyandai are also interested.
coir is far cheaper to produce in Field work undertaken by ITC
coir producing countries than is indicated that it is possible to
PU foam and since the coir promote the material again in
material is generally considered a Japan. Nissan and Toyota are
superior material for many aware that the Asian market for
upholstery uses, there is little their cars is rapidly gaining in
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importance
and that
local
component sourcing is going to
become more important.
Packaging

Continued developments of
electronic products are resulting in
higher value delicate products
that need protection. Rubberized
coir is the best material for this
purpose. In Europe it has long
been displaced by cheaper and
more
convenient
synthetic
substitutes. However, it may be
time to challenge again the
packaging sector.
Carrying cases for notebook
computers currently incorporate a
thin sheet of low density pu foam
for protection. In reality this
does not lead to any significant
improvement. However, a thin
sheet of high density rubberized
coir would afford protection from
knocks and give a measure of real
protection.
In Germany, rubberized coir
continues to be used for lining
ammunition
boxes.
Other
European armed forces could use
more selective quantities. Given
the long standing recognized
suitability of the material, it
should be possible to introduce it
to other users.

C oir dust and pith
Suppliers

Interested buyers have led
the way to developing supply.
They have managed to secure
adequate supplies from Sri Lanka
for some time and from the
Philippines. Shredded husks and
husk cubes are secured mainly
from Indonesia and Philippines.
It is still a buyer led market with
traders looking for sources setting
the pace. As a result, there are
many specifications, end-uses and
solutions.
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There are a small number,
perhaps
four/five,
major
suppliers from
Sri Lanka.
However, there
are
no
restrictions to exports and a
number o f smaller suppliers are
doing
good business.
A
relatively
small
capital
investment is entailed and the
lack o f internationally agreed
specifications has led to a
large num ber o f suppliers
offering inconsistent supplies.
Inconsistent, both in terms of
quantity and quality.
Small scale exports have
also led to niche markets.
Buyers have come forward
with precise needs that are met
through personal initiatives.
M ost o f this activity can be
called m averick, even if that is
perhaps a little unkind to what
is happening. Entrepreneurs in
Europe com e out with forms
in w hich they feel they can
sell dust, make contact with
suppliers who are willing to
tailor supplies to their market
concept and a test marketing
operation is launched.
This contrasts w ith larger
applications found by the
leading exporters such as rose
or tom ato growers. In this
case, consistent supplies of
em erging
standard
specifications are required.
Actual suppliers o f dust, as
is the case for most coir, are
often different parties than
producers. They can best be
likened to traders rather than
producers. A lot o f dust is
available at reasonable (low)
prices. The traders offer an
outlet for this dust. They
process, pack and export,
usually to buyer specification.

S u p p lie s

How
much
dust is
available is debatable. Only
dust
from brown
fibre
production can be used. The
dust from dry decortication is
ideal.
Most
are
agreed,
however, that new dust is not
suitable and difficult to prepare.
Where there are differences is
over how old dust needs to be
or the reasons why it should be
a particular age.
How
much dust is
available will be strongly
influenced by specifications
that it must meet. For some
uses
s p e c if ic
lo w
electroconductivity is the key
criteria for others pH value
appears
dominant.
No
consensus exists at present with
buyers and suppliers adopting
case by case solutions. There is
a need to establish what
specifications are important and
how this influences selection
o f dust that can be used for
different applications.

required and are usually not
far from the mark as far as
their particular custom ers are
concerned. There is probably
not
going
to
be
one
specification suited for all
purposes.
N e e d le felt
S u p p lie r s

There are a large number
o f needle felt machines in the
world using coir fibre. Most
large mattress plants in Europe,
have one. In addition, there are
suppliers in Europe who meet
needs o f those who do not have
one.
There are also plants in
Sri Lanka and, at least, one in
India.
U nfortunately, those
w ith plants in
consuming
countries are averse to shift to
im porting the material. They
would, only if it is price
com petitive. It is opportune to
see if exports o f needle felt
would be competitive.

M a r k e t d e v e lo p m e n ts

C o n c lu sio n s

Use o f coir dust has
become widely accepted in
Europe. While there remain
substantial growth prospects in
markets that have already
accepted coir dust and pith,
while the UK is probably the
market in which it is most
readily accepted, the largest
potential growth will come
elsewhere.

The market for coir in
W estern Europe, by far the
most important export market,
is undergoing radical changes.
Coir production owes much to
the market im petus that this
re g io n
h as
a c q u ire d .
M echanization
of
coir
processing
was
also
originally
an
European
technology,
having
been
developed to enable production
suitable for w hat the market
needed.

Markets familiar with coir
product are mixed as to
product specifications. There is
only relative knowledge at
present. Most believe they
know the market specifications
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For more than two decades
now, coir producing countries
have tried to upgrade their
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industries to include production
o f value
added products.
D uring this period there has
been a gradual shift in this
direction but also a gradual loss
of
m arkets
that
was
com pensated
by
increased
dom estic dem and in coir
producing countries. In the
future, processing o f white or
w hitish fibre products is most
likely to take place in coir
producing countries. There may
be some diversification with
new sources being developed
by im porters to counteract the
pow er o f the Indian exporters
but the trend towards coir
producing countries is now an
accom plished fact.
Prohibitive
cost
and
conditions o f production are
also enforcing scaling dow n o f
European
production
of
rubberized
coir.
The
technology was originally a
German invention and remains
a
German
technology.
However, it no longer appears
to make sense to produce in
Germany. The loss o f BM W as
a
custom er lowers
the
dem and for it in Europe
anyway. W hile consolidation
o f the world automotive
com ponents industry has all
but closed production in UK
and moved some German
production
to Slovenia.
U nfortunately,
this
developm ent
is bound to
w eaken export demand for
tw isted brow n fibre.
A new grow th area is for
geotextiles. Some production is
in the markets. In Germany
there
are
two
powerful
m arket leaders. However, the
two are also interested in
developing production in coir
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producing countries. In some
cases this will take the form
o f setting
up
production
owned
by
European
distributors but in other cases
sale o f processing machinery
is being accompanied by
agreement to market part o f the
production.

lion's
share
of
income
increasingly seen and justified
as a return for marketing.
Production returns have a
tendency
towards barely
sufficient and can only be
enjoyed by constant vigilance
to keep wage rates as low as
possible.

Incentives to undertake
own marketing are strong since
the marketing margin is higher
than the processing one.
However, exporters are unused
to investment in marketing and
in
most cases even in
distribution. M ost will simply
not accept that such investment
needs to be made. That places
them in a weak position.
Exporters are tempted by
m arketing margins but are
unw illing to spend to access
them. Therefore, they have to
live w ith the m inority share o f
profits much as they had to in
the days o f fibre exports before
value added production took
place. By accepting a minority
share o f profits, they benefit
from the security o f buyers
who offer assured markets but
take a majority portion o f
earnings.

Although production of
coir products for the European
M arket will increasingly be
based
in coir producing
countries and those who
assist in organizing it may
even be richly rewarded, it is
unlikely that those who actually
produce the products will
benefit
except
through
additional employment. Those
who sell the products will
reward
those
who
help
organize its production in return
for keeping costs down.

In this sense, value added
production has proven to be a
chim era just as it proved so
for
the
oil
producing
countries. Unless producers are
willing to understand and
transfer marketing technology
as
well
as
processing
technology, they are still tied to
commodity trading. Those who
distribute and market are
w illing
to
allow
more
processing to take place in coir
producing countries but would
like to keep m argins tight for
such production with the

Most of the earnings will go
as reward for playing their part
in the process. Some are better
placed to do so than others.
There does not appear to be
anyone who is safeguarding the
interests
of
producers
as
opposed to exporters and those
who will sell the products. Where
this strategy may prove short
sighted is that consumers will over
time insist on high quality and this
can seldom be achieved by low
inputs.□

This is happening at the
same tim e as rising prices for
the final coir products. Those
selling the products want larger
m argins
for organizing
marketing and distribution o f
coir products. Their role is
likely to increasingly be a
service role.
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